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Information for this submission was sourced from
DEWLP Protecting Victoria’s Environment-Biodiversity 2037;
G21 Regional Growth Plan” which is the document City of Greater
Geelong uses as it’s Greater Geelong Planning Scheme
(updated 5-8-20)
Bellarine Catchment Network Paper by Matt Crawley, 2020.
St Leonards Beautification Committee, Denis O’Brien.
Works Health Organisation
Census Data
General Media
St Leonards Lakes and Charles Macarthy Recreation Reserve
Master Plan, COGG. Although undated this document identifies
all the future use and development of the parks and open
spaces around St Leonards, based on assessments and
consultations with the community.
• the benefits of accessing and using different types of
environmental infrastructure
The World Health Organisation specifies that humans need access to
a minimum of nine square metres of green space per person, and
ideally 50 square metres per person to sustain human health and
well being. So the benefits of accessing and using different types of
environmental infrastructure are specified and documented.
At present the people of St Leonards have access to Edwards Point
Reserve which is 200 hectares, Macarthy Reserve which we can’t
find an area statement for but can describe the landscape from the
document “St Leonards Lakes…Master Plan” “Vegetation
• Remnant vegetation – status is to be confirmed with a future study
later this year (conducted by West Coast Indigenous Plant Nursery),
however the ecological vegetation class is coastal scrub grasslands
and woodlands with an endangered conservation status. Some

assessment has been undertaken with evidence of regionally
significant grass lands at Charles McCarthy Reserve.
• Woody weeds are prevalent but relatively easy to manage and
remove. Follow up ground cover regrowth will be more challenging.
• There is significant infestation of Cape Tulip at St Leonards Lake
that can be spread by soil movement therefore appropriate control
measures are required.
• St Leonards Lake Reserve has weak vegetation character and
there is potential to build upon the River Red Gums lining the lake.”
Clearly, there is much rehabilitation work to be done. It is reported by
BCN that 95% of indigenous species have been removed. It is
widely acknowledged that the health of the landscape is best served
by the replacement of indigenous species and ideally that they not be
removed in the first place.
Human health is inextricably dependent on the health of the natural
environment.
• the impact of population growth in Melbourne and regional
centres on the provision and preservation of environmental
infrastructure
Population growth and development has been much faster than
predicted by planners. Population in St Leonards has grown from
2001(census) people to 3094 (St Leonards Lakes..Master Plan)
people in the five years between 2011 and 2016. Since 2016, more
than 1500 more homes have been built or are to be built on a few
very large estates recently “developed”. The population will likely
double to more than 6000 over the next few years.
The effect of this growth on environmental infrastructure is outlined
below.
Edge Effect
Edge effect, with invasive species tend to associate with new
developments where the principle of edge effect is applied.
Invasive species such as Indian Myna’s occupy these areas, along

with native species such as Noisy Miner’s that out compete other
native animals. When new developments occur, humans bring new
food and water resources. Dog and cat food, water bowls etc.
These tend to favour invasive species such as Sparrows, Indian
Myna, Spotted Turtle Doves, Starlings etc.
Connectivity
New developments limit the ability for connectivity to occur
through the landscape. Recruitment of indigenous flora, movement
of indigenous fauna are all limited once the landscape is changed
with development. This limits our ability to conduct Coastcare and
Landcare related activities, revegetation and restoration projects
which would all be appropriate to this site. Short and long term
planning for this site could see significant additions to biodiversity
values through revegetation and natural regeneration principles,
marrying in with appropriate recreation activities. Consideration of
these elements should be contemplated with any amendments to
the development application
Fauna Movement
By having large open areas available for indigenous fauna to move
through the environment, this provides the ability for biodiversity
functions including protection, socialising, feeding, association and
reproduction. Bellarine areas frequently have numerous birds of
prey, woodland birds and wetland birds moving through the
landscape including Whistling Kites, Black-shouldered kites,
Nankeen Kestrel, Brown Falcon and vulnerable White-bellied SeaEagle move through this landscape connecting to other areas of the
Bellarine. High density housing developments limit these functions
and once the landscape is altered it cannot be changed. Single
linear vegetation corridors is often the format it does not offset the
loss of biodiversity functions and ecosystem services that would
result from typical development proposals. A single snapshot fauna
survey does not take into account the way indigenous fauna, in
particular avian species rely on these open spaces. Once another
open space is reduced to effectively a monoculture of houses these
and many other species cease to be able to access and utilise it and
are once again further pushed to the margins. The Bellarine has far

more biodiversity functions and associations throughout the four
European seasons and six Wadawurrung seasons, over 12 months
than is often captured with development proposals. The most
intensively paddocked area has higher biodiversity functions than a
high-density estate. The vulnerable species such as Brolga’s and
White-bellied Sea-Eagles will not be seen foraging, roosting,
feeding and hunting in a high-density housing estate, but will most
certainly inhabit open landscape such as paddock environments.
Every time these landscapes are changed forever through housing
developments it is these and many other species that lose their
habitats. This habitat is in effect their homes, their supermarkets,
their opportunities to reproduce.

Community Sentiment
The Bellarine Catchment Network is a sponge of community
sentiment and the contemporary feelings in relation to matters
pertaining to biodiversity, environment and development. In
relation to growing populations, the community values open and
environmental space and the landscape we currently have, where
flora and fauna is un-impinged as compared to the alternative of
another high-density development. Over the next two years, a
number of surveys are planned to capture this information to relay
to Planning Hearings just like this one.
Effects and pressure on species and associated areas
What appears never to be taken into account with the studies
relating to developments is the cumulative effect on associated
natural and biodiversity areas. With the increased population in
recent years around the Northern and southern Bellarine,
significant increase in visitation and recreational usage around the
foreshore areas has resulted. Not only does this place increased
pressure on infrastructure, but also the natural environment. This
foreshore is particularly narrow between the intertidal zone and
numerous beach nesting and other birds rely on this foreshore for
habitat functions. Hooded Plovers, Red-capped Plover, Pied
Oystercatchers, Pacific Gulls and others rely on the foreshore space

for foraging, feeding, and other biodiversity functions. Increasingly,
these biodiversity functions are placed under stress as the
competitive usage for these recreational and highly important
natural areas is stressed. Further development in the immediate
vicinity of these foreshore areas will only increase these pressures
and bit by bit indigenous species are pushed further and further
away. I believe this should be taken into account. It is not just the
immediate area proposed to be developed but the other natural
areas that are affected from these type of developments.
The proposition that the vegetation links often proposed with
developments will be of benefit for the environment is only part of
the story. Any vegetation corridor is of advantage and of course
welcomed. But the far greater loss is what is already currently
there and the biodiversity function they currently provide. The
biodiversity functions with insects, microbats, birds etc that can
use this open landscape. This will be significantly altered and in my
view not offset or replaced by single linear vegetation corridors.
Other land use possibilities
The Clifton Springs, Curlewis and the Bellarine in general is lacking
in large-scale open natural environment, with associated
appropriate recreation. The Bellarine has essentially narrow linear
coastal reserves around the fringes on the northern Bellarine and
southern Bellarine. With some slightly larger island type Reserves,
like Edwards Point, Point Richards.
What COVID 19 has highlighted is these areas are highly valued, and
under greater threat with the growing population. More highdensity development is only going to add to these pressures on
these natural areas. Council should consider land-use where
biodiversity and ecosystems services can be protected and
enhanced, recreational activities such as bike riding, mountain bike
tracks, walking in nature and flora and fauna observations can
occur. Physical and mental health outcomes are well proven where
communities have the opportunity to engage in these areas.
Narrow linear tracks do not provide the same biodiversity outcomes
as large, wide areas, nor the same experience where you can

immerse yourself in nature with the associated mental and physical
health outcomes.
The Bellarine peninsula has lost 95% of indigenous vegetation since
colonisation. 30 fauna species have become locally extinct and
vegetation communities have become disconnected and
fragmented. The opportunity here is to look at this site with
different eyes. Eyes wide open. A different purpose and function,
to look to provide connectivity and retain open space for these
ecosystem services and systems. The Mountain Bike park near the
Barwon River Balliang is a perfect example. Open space, habitat
and biodiversity functions, with biking and other recreational
activities. With vision this site would be the perfect fit for a
similar environment and recreational land usage. This is what the
community is crying out for. Not another high-density housing
development.
•
differences in the availability of environmental
infrastructure between different suburbs and between different
regional centres
It is not possible in this submission on behalf of Edwards Point
Reserve to comment on this. However, Friends Groups are the
frontline in most suburbs and regional centres and are in
themselves, important environmental infrastructure.
Without this army of committed people, there would be a much
diminished protection and maintenance of the natural environment
and green spaces, which are constantly under threat.

•

the effectiveness of current legislation and planning
provisions in securing environmental infrastructure

Hopefully the findings of the Inquiry into the decline of Ecosystems in
Victoria completed this year will strengthen the current legislation.

In perusing the document G21 Regional Growth Plan, it certainly
appears that environmental planning provisions can be vague at best
and barely addressing the need for environmental protections. For
example an extract from this document show that the priority projects
do not include any environmental projects.
“G21 Priority Projects
Fifteen projects are nominated as priority projects that
are the focus of the Alliance, and are actively promoted to
stakeholders including all levels of government.
The 2012-13 priority projects are:
•
Addressing disadvantage
•
Apollo Bay Harbour Precinct
•
Armstrong Creek Urban Growth Area
•
Avalon Airport - including international terminal
•
Convention and Exhibition Centre
•
Geelong Centre for Emerging Infectious Diseases
•
Geelong Future Cities project
•
Geelong Ring Road connections
•
Geelong Ring Road Employment Precinct
•
Great Ocean Road upgrade
•
G21 Regional Trails project
•
Portarlington Safe Harbour
•
Regional Research and Information Centre
•
Transport links to Melbourne
•
Yarra Street Pier reconstruction,” p.15 G21
Environment is mentioned in vague terms at times throughout the
document “minimising the impact of human settlement on the
environment and protecting significant landscapes
and natural assets” p.16. G21
It is further mentioned - “Protect, restore and enhance the quality of
our land and marine areas, waterways, biodiversity and soils. Ensure
development minimises risks and impacts on the environment and
landscape. Plan for and adapt to changes in our climate”. P.21 G21
“THE KEY REGIONAL STRATEGIC ASSETS INCLUDE-

Public parks and reserves, rivers, beaches and foreshores, wetlands
and marine parks
The region’s network of parks and reserves protect key ecosystems
and natural assets and enhance community physical, mental and
spiritual wellbeing. They facilitate a range of recreational and tourism
uses and include national parks, foreshore reserves, wildlife, flora
and fauna reserves, State game reserves, recreation, racecourse
and showground reserves, local ports, cemeteries and land set aside
for marine aquaculture. These reserves incorporate waterways,
wetlands, estuaries, catchments, the coast, bays and marine
environments and also support terrestrial species, communities and
habitats.” P.22 G21
And further mentioned in equally vague terms - “Designation of
settlement boundaries for all towns. The region’s other rural and
coastal settlements will continue to experience modest growth and
play an important tourism and agricultural role to surrounding areas.
Growth will be limited to identified structure plan settlement
boundaries. Maintain and enhance natural assets. Protect and build
on our natural assets by maximising key opportunities to link and
rehabilitate ecosystems and enable sustainable and planned
productive uses. Sustain the health of our natural assets
by considering future challenges in the management, planning and
development of these assets. P.27 G21
4. Bellarine Peninsula
•
to ensure a strong farmed landscape character between
Geelong and Bellarine towns, encourage rural production,
maintain town identities and related tourism opportunities
and minimise impacts on significant wetlands and coastal
views. P.31 G21
4.13 How the Growth Plan delivers the growth principles
4 Protect, restore and
enhance our unique environment
▶ Focuses most growth in already identified growth nodes

▶ Acknowledges the importance of maintaining and protecting the
region’s
natural assets
▶ Plans for the impact of climate change and avoids potential natural
hazards
such as coastal inundation, bushfire and flood
5 Food, water and energy security ▶ Ensures adequate protection of
critical agricultural land, energy and earth
resources required to support a growing population by primarily
focussing
development within existing township areas and directing growth to
towns
which provide rural services P.34 G21
Relationship with & future
role of other settlements
Limit growth in adjoining coastal settlements of Barwon Heads,
Indented Head, St Leonards,
Portarlington, Queenscliff and Point Lonsdale to existing settlement
boundaries as per
Structure Plans and Coastal Spaces Strategy” p56 G21
ALTHOUGH IDENTIFYING OUR NATURAL SPACES AS ASSETS,
NO ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED,
SPECIFIED, PRIORITISED OR PLANNED BY G21.

Specifically in relation to towns such as St Leonards and its location
nearby to RAMSAR wetlands, G21 states their intention is “ to ensure
a strong farmed landscape character between Geelong and Bellarine
towns, encourage rural production, maintain town identities and
related tourism opportunities and minimise impacts on significant
wetlands and coastal views” P.31 G21
“Current modus operandi of CoGG is inconsistent with its legal
requirements. The pro-developer section of the planning department
has forgotten that CoGG planning department wants this country
town to be a quiet, peaceful seaside village. The town works well

enough with its 3,000 houses and resident population of 3000. It jams
up when the population triples to 9000 or so in holiday periods over
four or five months. In 2015, the planning department willingly bowed
to developer pressure and approved an extra 1,500 houses with no
fore-thought or planning for infrastructure. When these houses are
built some 1500 new permanent residents will reside here. Then the
holiday seasons come and the holiday season triples population to
13,500. The planning department’s actions continue to make a
mockery of CoGG’s stated vision of St Leonards as a seaside village.
They continue make a mockery of their first and foremost legal
requirement – to govern in the best interests of the ratepayer.” (Denis
O’Brien, recent submission to council)
It appears that the stated unclear and repetitive intentions about the
environment by G21 and its alliance partner, COGG, have been at
best inconsistent with planning and development outcomes.
Environment projects and urban growth limiting projects are vague
have not been specified with clear KPI’s. This indicates a serious
disconnect between the goal and the means of achieving it. This
suggests that environmental infrastructure does not not rate highly in
importance.

•

existing delays or obstacles to securing environmental
infrastructure

Offsets to clearing for housing developments are not governed or
there is no transparency to show that they are adhered to.
There are no KPI’s related to environmental improvement attached to
CEO of Council performance.
There is no environmental overlay strategy that guides all council
decisions. All decisions about environmental infrastructure are
generally confined to one council department.

Housing developments are poorly connected to services such as
public transport, thus increasing the use of cars for travel and further
contributing to road congestion, air pollution and having to use more
land to build more roads. This impacts in manifold ways on the
quality of the existing environmental infrastructure and these have
been detailed in other parts of this submission.
Housing developments typically plant non indigenous nature strips
inhibiting the flight of birds and habitat of native animals, as well as
reducing food for native animals. In St Leonards, one estate has
imported and planted large palm trees to create a tropical look and
many Chines Elms, which are an invasive species in subtropical
parts of Australia. Given that over the life of these trees it is very
likely that the climate here in St Leonards will be more subtropical
there emerges the danger of these trees invading Edwards Point
Reserve and Macarthy reserve. Both of which are deemed to be in
need of conservation improvement.
Houses are typically built boundary to boundary prohibiting the
planting of wildlife corridors, and that’s after the open space for
animals and plants has disappeared. They are built with no
consideration of their energy consumption and will have to rely on
consuming increasing energy to heat and cool these homes.
Most environmental initiatives come from agencies or groups such as
Friends Groups who then have to make submissions to source
funding to build environmental infrastructure. This exploits the
goodwill and labour of a limited number of people who are largely
retirees. This takes much of our time.

• the impact of COVID-19 on the importance, use and
design of environmental infrastructure
COVID-19 has highlighted our need to quickly access fresh air, green
spaces and easy access to large to very large parks, gardens and
reserves. The media has highlighted the difficulties those in densely

urban environments face in trying to quickly get to a green space for
the limited amount of time allowed for exercise.

• examples of best practice and innovative approaches to
securing environmental infrastructure in other jurisdictions.
Bundaberg Council will plant 1 million trees over four years. COGG
does not have any specific targets despite having a plan to increase
tree cover in the city centre in recognition of heat island effects in
cities.
In regional areas another existing example of best practice is the
Bass Coast Environmental Estate.
The potential for best practice is limited only by the myopic view from
Councils and government.
A recent survey illustrates the feelings of the residents of COGG and
are reprinted below.

Dear Judith,
Thank you for completing the Geelong Community Survey.
The survey was developed by a group of local residents - and
endorsed by many local organisations - who want to improve the
community’s access to Council decision-making and ensure the
candidates for the Council election adopt strong positions on the
issues that matter to the community.
We are pleased to now share with you the results of the survey. We
had 559 people respond to the survey across the region, which was
a great result!
The main findings of the survey were that:
• 83% of the respondents are either very concerned or
concerned about the impacts of climate change on our region

•

Only 9% feel that the City of Greater Geelong is addressing
climate change effectively at the local level
• 81% believe that the City of Greater Geelong should do more
to help households, businesses and our region to reduce
carbon emissions
• 72% of respondents to the survey believe that the environment
isn’t coping with the current population growth, citing concerns
with loss of green belts and habitat to development
• 67% do not believe that local services and infrastructure is
coping with population growth
• 78% believe walking and cycling options need improvement
• 66% believe that public transport needs improvement within
and beyond Geelong (27% Dont Know or Don’t Use public
transport) and
• 63% believe that City of Greater Geelong isn’t providing
sufficient support to the community to reduce and manage
waste
The priorities for respondents out of the Council’s Clever and
Creative vision are:
1 Sustainable development that supports population growth and
protects the natural environment
2 An inclusive, diverse, healthy, and socially connected
community
3 Development and implementation of sustainable solutions
These are the top-line findings. If you would like to read the full
report, please click here to download the report.

NEXT STEPS
The Geelong Community Survey team is now developing a
scorecard to assess all the candidates for the upcoming October
Council election based on the priorities of the community identified
in this survey.
We will send a questionnaire to all candidates during September
and will send you the scorecard results in early October so you can
be informed in time for voting. Your postal vote must be in by 23rd
October.

If you have any questions or would like to support us please email
info@geelongcommunitysurvey.org
Kind regards
Sal
For more information about the survey, see https://
geelongcommunitysurvey.org/

